the three hypotheses were supported by our results. The root mass remaining rate showed a descending trend with time, which could be well fitted ( with the R 2 >0. 71) by the Olson negative exponential decay model ( X t / X 0 = e -kt , where X 0 is the initial dry weight, X t is the dry weight remaining at the end of the investigation, t is the time interval and k is the annual decay constant) . The coarse, middle coarse, medium and fine roots of the oak had an annual decomposition coefficient of 0. 2928、0. 2562、0. 2928 and 0. 3660, respectively, while the coefficients of those of the birch were 0. 2196、0. 3294、
0郾 3660 and 0. 4392, correspondingly. After one鄄year decomposition, 20% -33% of the mass was lost for roots with various diameters. This supported the first hypothesis that the decomposition rate decreased with root diameter increasing.
The birch has higher concentrations of soluble sugars and N for the roots with same size, which was responsible for the higher decomposition rate for the birch. During root decomposition, N concentrations in all sizes of the roots increased, while the concentrations of soluble sugars exponentially decreased. N mass in the four root sizes of both species released or uptaken during different decomposition time with no consistent trend, but soluble sugar mass was always releasing during the study period. At the end of the study ( one鄄year decomposition) , all sizes of root of the oak, and the fine and medium roots of the birch were N source for the soil, but the coarse and middle coarse roots of the birch were N sink for the soil. More than 90% of soluble sugars released from the fine and medium roots of the oak and birch, and more than 80% of soluble sugars released from the coarse and middle coarse roots for the two species. This study provided fundamental data for the C / N cycling in the natural generated forests in Northeast China. 
